
4. Painting flowers over a gessoed surface.

Materials:

-White Gesso. (Comes in clear, white, black, gold, I prefer
white)
-Credit card to smooth the gesso
-Painting knife to create textures in the gesso
-Flat brush
-Any paper, canvas, Masonite board, mat board or a failed
painting
-Any texturing tools
-QOR watercolor medium. Optional choice to use, adds a
shine to the finish.
-Daniel Smith ultramarine turquoise watercolor (new color I
chose because it is transparent, non-staining and granulates)

This technique is an exciting experience because you paint on a surface that has 
magical qualities.  As you apply color, textures just happen.  After the paint dries, you 
can lift the paint very easily.  The surface is similar to YUPO, except YUPO never 
absorbs the color, it simply dries on the surface.  Gesso actually absorbs the color.  I 
find this surface user friendly and very desirable.  (Demo available for purchase for 
$200.00)


Instructions:


1. Select either a new piece of watercolor paper or a “failed painting”.  I enjoy using a
failed painting because gesso is a water-based paint and it draws out some of the
color from the failed painting and leaves beautiful soft tonal areas. You can gesso
the other side of the paper after it dries, this gives you two choices and also keeps
the paper from curling.

2. Begin by applying gesso onto the surface of a watercolor paper using a flat brush.
If you want a more interesting surface, add more gesso and with a palette knife,
create textures on the surface. Use the tip of your painting knife or a sharp object
to make thin lines, optional.  Press leaves, burlap or any texturing object onto the
surface for additional textures.  I also like to spray water with my fine mister to
soften the edges of the paper, similar to a vignette style of working.

3. Allow to dry, preferably over night.  It is Ok to use a hairdryer to speed up the
drying.  Painting the other side when this dries will keep the paper from curling.

4. Draw your subject with a pencil and begin painting on this exciting surface.



5. Your final painting must still be presented like any watercolor by placing it under
glass. You can also finish the surface with Krylon acrylic spray, either Matt or gloss.
Another option is to apply a coat of Dorland’s wax.

These subjects are available kits with references.  Call Jonathan at 715-373-2922.







